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Abstract

to rerank the hypotheses in the list. Note that, even though the
LSTMLM performs well in N -best rescoring, it was originally
developed to predict the current word (the vocabulary size is
usually very large) given the preceding word sequence (context)
and was not developed to perform N -best rescoring.
We have proposed a new NN model called a deep duel
model (DDM) for N -best rescoring [15] (see Section 2). In
contrast to the LSTMLMs, the DDM is developed to perform
N -best rescoring. In this sense, the DDM can be categorized as
a kind of discriminative LM (DLM) [16, 17], which is trained
using N -best lists to find the oracle (lowest WER) hypotheses in
the lists. However, in contrast to the sophisticated (but slightly
complex) modeling of the DLMs, the DDM is modeled to provide only the minimum functionality to perform N -best rescoring. The functionality is, given two hypotheses in an N -best
list, performing their one-on-one comparison (duel) in terms of
the WER and selecting the hypothesis that has a lower WER. By
repeating this duel for each hypothesis pair in the N -best list,
the oracle hypothesis can be accurately found as the survivor
of the duels. We can say that, by focusing on performing the
duels of the given hypothesis pairs, the DDM simplifies N -best
rescoring task compared with the conventional models, e.g. the
LSTMLM that estimates probabilities for all the words in the
large vocabulary to perform N -best rescoring.
In this paper, we make two modifications to our DDM. The
first modification is applied to the feature to be used (see Section 3.1). The DDM performs a duel by encoding the feature
vector sequences of two hypotheses to be compared. In our
previous study [15], we greatly reduced the WER by using the
score provided by a forward (normal order) LSTMLM as an
additional feature. In this study, we further reduce the WER
by also using the backward (reverse order) LSTMLM score
[5, 6, 10]. The backward LSTMLM exploits succeeding words
to predict the current word and has a complementary word prediction ability with the forward LSTMLM. The second modification is applied to the LSTM-based encoder, which is the most
important component of the DDM (Section 3.2). We steadily
reduce the WER by introducing an ensemble method [18, 19]
to the encoder, i.e. ensemble encoders, to enhance its feature encoding ability. To stabilize the training of the ensemble
encoder-based DDM, we employ a multitask learning (MTL)
framework [2, 20]. By combining these two modifications in
experiments using a large-scale speech corpus (Section 4), our
DDM achieves an over 10% relative WER reduction from a
strong baseline N -best rescoring result obtained using both the
forward and backward LSTMLMs.

We have proposed a neural network (NN) model called a deep
duel model (DDM) for rescoring N -best speech recognition hypothesis lists. A DDM is composed of a long short-term memory (LSTM)-based encoder followed by a fully-connected linear layer-based binary-class classifier. Given the feature vector
sequences of two hypotheses in an N -best list, the DDM encodes the features and selects the hypothesis that has the lower
word error rate (WER) based on the output binary-class probabilities. By repeating this one-on-one hypothesis comparison
(duel) for each hypothesis pair in the N -best list, we can find the
oracle (lowest WER) hypothesis as the survivor of the duels. We
showed that the DDM can exploit the score provided by a forward LSTM-based recurrent NN language model (LSTMLM)
as an additional feature to accurately select the hypotheses. In
this study, we further improve the selection performance by introducing two modifications, i.e. adding the score provided by
a backward LSTMLM, which uses succeeding words to predict the current word, and employing ensemble encoders, which
have a high feature encoding capability. By combining these
two modifications, our DDM achieves an over 10% relative
WER reduction from a strong baseline obtained using both the
forward and backward LSTMLMs.
Index Terms: speech recognition, N -best rescoring, deep duel
model, backward LSTMLM, ensemble encoders

1. Introduction
Based on the recent introduction of state-of-the-art neural network (NN) modeling, the performance of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) has been greatly improved [1, 2] and various types of ASR-based applications, including voice search
services and smart speakers, have been actively developed. Despite this great progress, in some situations such as performing
ASR in noisy environments and/or performing ASR for conversational speech, the ASR accuracy remains at an unsatisfactory
level [3–7].
A promising method for improving the ASR accuracy in
such severe situations is to exploit multiple speech recognition
hypotheses (word sequences), which are represented in the form
of, e.g. an N -best list, a lattice, and a confusion network [8].
This is because the 1-best speech recognition hypothesis for an
utterance may contain many errors, but a hypothesis that has a
significantly lower word error rate (WER) than the 1-best hypothesis can be found in the multiple hypotheses if it is appropriately rescored (reranked). Actually, various types of rescoring methods have been developed and applied to noisy and/or
conversational speech recognition [3–6, 9–12].
In this paper, we focus on the rescoring of N -best speech
recognition hypothesis lists. Currently the most widely-used
models for N -best rescoring are recurrent NN language models (RNNLMs) [13], and in particular, long short-term memory (LSTM)-based RNNLMs (LSTMLMs) [14]. An LSTMLM
provides scores for each of the hypotheses in a given N -best
list. These scores are interpolated with the ASR scores attached
to each of the hypotheses, and these interpolated scores are used
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2. Deep duel model
Given two hypotheses in an N -best list, a DDM performs their
one-on-one comparison (duel) in terms of the WER. In the following, we describe the structure of the DDM, its efficient training procedure, and its usage in N -best rescoring [15].
2.1. Structure of DDM
u
Let W u = w1u , w2u , · · · , wL(W
u ) be the uth hypothesis (word
sequence) of length (number of words) L(W u ) in a given N -
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Figure 1: (Left) Structure of DDM. (Top right) Core part of DDM training. (Bottom right) Duels on N -best list to find oracle hypothesis.
best list. Au = au1 , au2 , · · · , auL(W u ) is the auxiliary feature
vector sequence that corresponds to W u . The auxiliary feature
vector aui for the word wiu is, for example, composed of an
acoustic score (log likelihood) and a linguistic score (log probability) provided by an ASR system for the word wiu . Xu =
xu1 , xu2 , · · · , xuL(W u ) is the feature vector sequence that corresponds to W u . The feature vector xui of the word wiu is obtained as xui = concat(embed(wiu ), aui ), where embed(·) denotes the NN-based word embedding operation and concat(·)
denotes the vector concatenation operation.
As shown in Fig. 1 (left), the DDM receives Xu as the upper input and Xv as the lower input. Here, y is the binary-class
symbol, i.e. y = {0, 1}. y = 0 denotes that the WER of W u
(upper input) is not higher than that of W v (lower input) and,
conversely, y = 1 denotes that the WER of W u is higher than
that of W v . The DDM is designed to output P (0|Xu , Xv ), i.e.
the probability of y = 0 given Xu and Xv as,
{
P (0|Xu , Xv ) ≥ 0.5 if WER of W u ≤ WER of W v,
(1)
P (0|Xu , Xv ) < 0.5 otherwise,
∑
where y P (y|Xu , Xv ) = 1. If the upper inequality is satisfied, the DDM estimates that the WER of W u is not higher
than that of W v (y = 0). Conversely, if the lower inequality
is satisfied, the DDM estimates that the WER of W u is higher
than that of W v (y = 1).
The lengths of W u and W v , i.e. L(W u ) and L(W v ), may
differ. To deal with hypotheses with different lengths, we employ a unidirectional LSTM-based encoder [21–23]. By using
an encoder, these two hypotheses can be represented with fixedlength encoded hidden state vectors, and can be fairly compared
by using their encoded vectors. Given the feature vector xui of
the current word wiu and the previous hidden state vector hui−1 ,
an LSTM unit provides the current hidden state vector hui as,
hui = lstm(xui , hui−1 ),

h provided by the encoder is input into the classifier, and we
obtain the probability P (0|Xu , Xv ) as,
z = linear(h),
P (0|Xu , Xv ) = sigmoid(z),

where linear(·) and sigmoid(·) denote the operations of the
linear layer and the sigmoid activation function, respectively.
2.2. Training of DDM
Figure 1 (top right) shows the core part of the DDM training
procedure. The main purpose of N -best rescoring is to find the
oracle hypothesis from a given N -best list, and thus we train
the DDM by performing duels between the oracle hypothesis
and competitor hypotheses (the oracle hypothesis has to beat all
the competitor hypotheses).
We form a pair consisting of the oracle hypothesis and a
competitor hypothesis from a given N -best list and feed it to
the DDM with the corresponding binary-class teacher label, i.e.
0 or 1. As shown in Fig. 1 (top right), we first feed the oracle
hypothesis to the DDM as the upper input and the competitor
hypothesis as the lower input. In this case, the DDM should
output the probability of the symbol 0 as P (0|Xu , Xv ) = 1,
and thus we give the teacher label 1. We next swap the oracle
and competitor hypotheses and feed them to the DDM with the
teacher label 0.
If we repeat this core training procedure for all of the competitor hypotheses in the N -best (e.g. 100-best) list, for all of
the N -best lists (utterances) in the training data, and for a certain number of epochs, the training cost becomes very high. To
reduce the training cost, we select the competitor hypotheses.
We preferentially select the following four hypotheses: 1) the
1-best (highest ASR score) hypothesis, 2) the second lowest
WER hypothesis, 3) the lowest rank (lowest ASR score) hypothesis, and 4) the highest WER hypothesis. Hypotheses 1)
and 2) are selected as strong competitors that are difficult to
beat. Conversely, hypotheses 3) and 4) are selected as the weak
competitors that are easy to beat. To increase the variety of the
duels, in addition to the above four hypotheses, we also select
hypotheses from the N -best list with an equal rank interval (the
total number of competitor hypotheses is, e.g. 20).

(2)
(hu0
, xui

where lstm(·) denotes the operation of the LSTM unit
=
0). hui encodes the feature vector sequence xu1 , xu2 , · · ·
of
the word sequence w1u , w2u , · · · , wiu . By repeating this operation for each feature vector xui in Xu , we can obtain the hidden
state vector huL(W u ) that encodes Xu . By also applying this
operation to Xv , we can obtain the encoded hidden state vector
hvL(W v ) of Xv . Note that the parameters are shared between
the LSTMs used for encoding Xu and Xv , i.e. the DDM has
only one encoder. Then, we concatenate huL(W u ) and hvL(W v )
to obtain the concatenated encoded hidden state vector h as,
h = concat(huL(W u ) , hvL(W v ) ).

(4)

2.3. N-best rescoring using DDM
In the evaluation phase, we use the trained DDM to perform N best rescoring (find the oracle hypothesis) for a given N -best
list as shown in Fig. 1 (bottom right). As with the first step of
the bubble sort [24], we repeat duels from the bottom to the top
of the list. Then, we select the survivor as the estimated oracle
hypothesis. We start the duel from the bottom of the list because
the oracle hypothesis tends to exist at a higher rank in the list,
and so higher rank hypotheses should be seeded (evaluated at
later stages) in this step-ladder tournament.

(3)

A classifier follows the encoder. It is composed of a onelayer fully-connected linear layer followed by the sigmoid activation function. The concatenated encoded hidden state vector
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Note that, as with N -best rescoring using the conventional
N -best rescoring models, we can use ASR scores attached to
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Figure 2: Ensemble (two) encoder DDM with multitask learning
framework.

3. Modifications to DDM

coders contribute to feature encoding and we can obtain a WER
reduction using the output from the main DDM.
Note that, in this study, all the encoders have the same structure (they also share the word embedding layer) and their parameters are initialized randomly, i.e. the encoders only differ
in terms of their initial parameters [19, 36]. When training an
ensemble encoder DDM with the MTL framework, we do not
introduce any weighting to any of the sub tasks or the main task
(all the tasks have the same weight, i.e. 1.0).

We describe modifications applied to the features and the encoder of the DDM.
3.1. Backward LSTMLM
The auxiliary feature vector aui for the word wiu is composed
of the features provided by an ASR system, e.g. an acoustic
model score, an n-gram LM score, and their weighted sum, i.e.
an ASR score [25]. In addition to these basic auxiliary features, in our previous study [15], we greatly reduced the WER
by using a forward LSTMLM score as an additional auxiliary
feature. This WER reduction comes from the ability of the forward LSTMLM to capture the long preceding word sequence
(context) information to predict the current word probability
(the n-gram LM captures only a few words of context).
Various types of RNNLMs have been proposed in addition
to the forward RNNLM, e.g. backward RNNLMs [5, 6, 10, 26],
bidirectional RNNLMs [27–29], mixture-of-softmax (MoS)
RNNLMs [30], and whole sentence RNNLMs [31], and their
effectiveness has been reported. Among these candidates, in
this study, we select the backward LSTMLM that exploits the
succeeding word sequence to predict the current word. It is reasonable to use the backward LSTMLM, which captures the long
succeeding context to predict the current word, in addition to the
forward LSTMLM, as with previous studies [5, 6, 10], since we
can expect these two LSTMLMs to work complementarily to
predict the current word. We use the backward LSTMLM score
as the second additional auxiliary feature in the DDM.

4. Experiments
We conducted experiments using the corpus of spontaneous
Japanese (CSJ) [38], which is a large-scale lecture speech corpus. We performed all the NN modeling using Chainer [39].
We performed 200-best rescoring in our previous study [15] but
performed 100-best rescoring in this study (since many studies
perform 100-best rescoring). Other than the N of the N -best
lists, the experimental settings were the same as those in our
previous study and [15] provides these settings in detail.
4.1. Experimental settings
We trained a convolutional NN (CNN)-based acoustic model, a
trigram LM, and the forward and backward LSTMLMs listed
in Table 2 (models 2 and 3) using 250 hours of speech data and
their transcriptions. The vocabulary size of these LMs was 31k,
and the word embedding size of the LSTMLMs was 650. The
structure of the LSTMLMs is shown in Table 1. Using the CNN
acoustic model and the trigram LM, we performed ASR with
a weighted finite state transducer-based one-pass decoder [40]
for 271/6/6 hours of the DDM training/development/evaluation
speech data and obtained the 100-best ASR hypothesis lists for
these data.
Using the obtained 100-best lists, we trained the eight
DDMs listed in Table 2 (models 5 to 12) with the procedure
described in Section 2.2. We selected 20 competitor hypotheses for each of the oracle hypotheses. The word embedding
size was 100, and the ASR-based auxiliary feature vector size
was 17 [15, 25] (models 5, 9, 10, and 11). We used the forward and/or backward LSTMLM scores as the 18th and 19th
auxiliary features (models 6, 7, 8, and 12). The structures of
the single-encoder DDM and the eight-encoder DDM (models
5 and 11) are shown in Table 1. The total numbers of parameters of the DDMs are very small compared with those of the
LSTMLMs. This difference mainly comes from the differences
in the word embedding size and the softmax/sigmoid output
size. In contrast, those of the two DDMs are not very different. This is because all the encoders in the eight-encoder DDM
share the word embedding layer (see Section 3.2).
In the evaluation phase, we performed 100-best rescoring
using the LSTMLMs and the DDMs listed in Table 2 by taking the weighted sum of their scores and the ASR scores (Section 2.3). For each model, the weight λ value that provided the

3.2. Ensemble encoders
As can be easily expected from Fig. 1 (left), the most important component of the DDM is the LSTM-based encoder. In
preliminary experiments, we tried to modify the encoder by introducing, e.g. a bidirectional LSTM, a multiple-layer LSTM,
or an LSTM with a large number of nodes (the word embedding size is equal to the number of LSTM nodes). However, we
obtained almost no WER reduction with these modifications.
To steadily reduce the WER, we introduced an ensemble
method [18, 19] to the encoder. Ensembling is a promising
method to improve the performance of machine learning models and is also widely used in the NN modeling of ASR components, e.g. acoustic modeling [32–34] and language modeling [35–37]. Figure 2 shows a DDM structure with the proposed ensemble encoders. We first tried a simple parallelization
of the encoders (the red path in Fig. 2). However, we obtained
a limited WER reduction with this modification. We confirmed
that, with this simple parallelization, only one encoder (lstm1
or lstm2 in Fig. 2) contributes to feature encoding. To force
all the encoders to contribute to encoding, we employ an MTL
framework [2, 20]. As shown in Fig. 2, we attach a classifier for
each of the encoders and force all the sub DDMs to output the
probability of the symbol 0. With this modification, all the en-
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LSTMLM

DDM

8-enc. DDM

# nodes
650
# LSTM layers
2
# linear layers
1
Output softmax/sigmoid size 31k
# total parameters
47M

100
1
1
1
3.2M

100 (×8)
1 (×8)
1 (×9)
1 (×9)
4.0M

Word error rate [%]

Table 1: Structures of the forward/backward LSTMLM, singleencoder DDM, and eight-encoder DDM. In these models, the
number of nodes is the same for the word embedding layers,
unidirectional LSTM units, and linear layers.
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Figure 3: WERs for the development data obtained with the
eight sub DDMs and the main DDM in model 11.

Table 2: 100-best rescoring results in WER [%] for the development and evaluation data. WERs of the ASR 1-best (trigram)
and oracle hypotheses are also shown.
No.
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4
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17.0

5
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Figure 4: WERs for the development data obtained with N -best
rescoring models 4, 5, 8, 11, and 12 in Table 2 as a function of
weight λ for the model scores.
WERs for the development data obtained with the eight sub
DDMs and the main DDM in model 11 (see Fig. 2). The WERs
of the sub DDMs are the same as (or slightly lower than) that
of the single-encoder DDM (model 5). We can clearly confirm the effectiveness of the ensemble encoders. Finally, using
both the forward and backward LSTMLM scores in the eightencoder DDM (model 12), we can obtain an over 10% relative
WER reduction compared with the result obtained using both
the forward and backward LSTMLMs (model 4).
Figure 4 shows the WERs for the development data obtained with models 4, 5, 8, 11, and 12 as a function of the
weight λ for these models. We can confirm that the optimal
value range of λ for the LSTMLM (model 4) is very narrow
(around 0.8). In contrast, those for the DDMs (models 5, 8,
11, and 12) are very wide (around 0.5 to 1.0). This robustness
against the weight λ comes from the fact that the DDMs use
the ASR score as the auxiliary feature (Section 3.1) and this is
also an advantage of the DDMs over the LSTMLMs (λ can be
roughly adjusted). As with Table 2, from Fig. 4, we can also
clearly confirm the effect of using both the forward and backward LSTMLM scores (model 5 → 8), that of introducing the
ensemble encoders (model 5 → 11), and that of both the above
two complementary modifications (model 5 → 12).

lowest WER for the development data was selected as the optimal value, and this value was used for 100-best rescoring on
the evaluation data. When we performed 100-best rescoring using both the forward and backward LSTMLMs (model 4), we
merged their scores word-by-word in the log probability domain
with the equal weight (i.e. 0.5) as with [5, 6, 10, 26].
4.2. Experimental results
Table 2 shows the 100-best rescoring results for the development and evaluation data. We can confirm that the LSTMLMs
(models 2, 3, and 4) steadily reduce the WER from the ASR
1-best (trigram) baseline and the single-encoder DDM (model
5) provides additional WER reduction from the good LSTMLM
results. This WER reduction comes from the simplification of
N -best rescoring task with the DDM (Section 1). The DDM
focuses on performing the duels of the given hypothesis pairs
(exploiting their auxiliary features) while the LSTMLMs estimate the probabilities of all the words in the 31k vocabulary.
We can also confirm that the DDMs using the LSTMLM
scores (models 6, 7, and 8) provide further large WER reductions. In contrast to the results reported in [5, 26], we cannot
obtain a WER reduction by using both the forward and backward LSTMLMs (model 4) from when using only one of them
i.e. the backward LSTMLM (model 3). In contrast, by using
both their scores in the DDM (model 8), we can steadily reduce
the WER from when using only one of their scores (model 6
or 7). This result confirms that the DDM can effectively exploit
complementary features and encourages us to use other types of
LSTMLM scores in addition [27–31].
We can confirm that the WER can be steadily reduced by introducing the ensemble encoders (models 9, 10, and 11). More
encoders provide a larger WER reduction. Figure 3 shows the

5. Conclusion and future work
We have improved our DDM for rescoring N -best speech
recognition hypothesis lists by using the backward LSTMLM
score and ensemble encoders. Future work will include the use
of other types of LSTMLM scores [27–31] and the use of a
mixture-of-experts framework [36, 37]. We also plan to compare our DDM with DLMs [16, 17] and apply it to rescoring
N -best machine translation hypothesis lists [41, 42].
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